
Find the Facts! 

Take Away The Guess 

Work. 

Understanding CMMC And 

What Is Really Happening.

Here are the facts:
 The CMMC Accreditation Body exists and has the following entity types up and 

approved(by the CMMC-AB Board of Directors) to start working: Registered 
Partner Organization-RPO, Registered Practitioners-RP, C3PAO.

 A RPO and RP's are the implementers and consultants for Businesses that are 
required to follow the CMMC controls and processes now being put in place on 
contracts. You need to contact an RPO or RP for information on how these new 
requirements work and guidelines.

 There is the main CMMC Accreditation Body to find facts on Companies and if 
they are Registered to provide service. Search by Name for Company or person 
and the City Search is an accurate way to search as well.

 The CMMC Accreditation Body(CMMC-AB) Board of Directors are made up of 
the Department of Defence and the Stakeholders Committee and many 
Subcommittees.

 How to become Certified once you have completed all the CMMC Compliance 
required by your contract. You must use the CMMC-AB portal and request an 
Assessor. There is the C3PAO-CCP and CCA. You need to request the right 
one for your contract level requirement. There are very few ready.

 Don't get caught without being complete on your contract level requirements by 
the time your contract goes into effect. Prepare for your contract level ahead of 
time.

https://cmmcab.org/marketplace/steady-networks-inc/


One additional piece of advise...

"No time like the present, a thousand unforeseen 
circumstances may interrupt you at a future time" 

- John Trusler

 

If you currently have Federal Contracts that are bound by the requirements of DFARS or 
NIST 800-171 and you have not implemented the contract requirements contact a company 
like Steady Networks that can help you.  In case you ever hear this... "We are certified as a 
NIST 800-171 Provider" ...this is false.  There is no certification for a NIST 800-171 Provider.  
The closest companies you can find that can help you are a "Registered" company with the 
CMMC Accreditation Body.

Find out about your CMMC Level 1 through 5 Requirements.  Contact a Trusted and 
Registered RPO/RPO.  Steady Networks is providing advice and assistance Nationwide and 
is based in New Mexico - Demystify the new CMMC Requirements is what we do.

Call 505-365-1975

Request a Complimentary CMMC Audit from Steady Networks.  Our job is to get you up and 
ready for an assessor when they contact you to review your company.

  Request Free CMMC Audit.       

https://steadynetworks.com/cyber-security-services/cybersecurity-maturity-model-certification/
https://steadynetworks.com/



